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City council approves

AUGUST RUSH

free speech zones
New guidelines aim to allow free, civilized expression

Citizens enjoy fair festivities

By Brian Bohnert

ByA.i.R.p.i
Managing Editor

City Reporter

Dawn Anderson, associate professor at
the University, lives a mile from the Wood
County Fairgrounds.
Each day of the fair, she walks that mile
to work with her family on a volunteer
committee that handles farm products.

V

Freedom of speech now has its own,
designated place at future special
events in Bowling Green.
On July 18, city council unanimously approved a new ordinance
allowing anyone organizing special
events in the city to set a specific location for the practice of free-speech.
Once the "free-speech zone" is established, anyone wanting to participate
in discussion unrelated to the event
must do so at the designated area.
" [The ordinance] tries to give organizers the right to define the event,"
said John Zanfardino, president of
city council. "The event holders are
then entitled to say which particular
act is impeding the event they are

See FAIR | Page 2
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Stroh Center hosts first event

The Stroh Center's first event will feature a nationally-known co-headliner.
the Toledo-based Sanctus Real.
The two-time Grammy nominated
band is scheduled to perform at the
Stroh Center's first major event with

For a golf course rich with history, the
Inverness Club and city of Toledo witnessed more history in the making
as Olin Browne won his first major
championship with the 2011 U.S.
Senior Open Sunday.
Browne struggled on the front nine
holes of the final round of the tournament with an even par of 71, relying on the strength of the previous
rounds to clinch his first wire-to-wire
victory over Mark O'Meara.
"I don't think it matters how you
win," Browne said. "But it certainly
was a lot harder, and 1 think this will
be a confidence boost for me to know
that I can hang in there when I don't
have my game, and 1 sure as heck
didn't have my game today."
Rich Nachezel, president of

y

USG sets goals for
fall semester

£

Emily
Ancinec
President of
Undergraduate
Student Government

Although its summer meetings are over, the
Undergraduate Student Government is preparing for freshmen move-in and fall semester.
Emily Ancinec. USG president and Rob
Ofians. USG vice president, plan on setting up
an open house visiting time for students to get
to know their student representatives
'We want to show everyone, upfront, who we
are," Ancinec said. "We want to get out there
and get going right away"
Ancinec said she and Orians plan on attending club and group meetings at the start of the
school year, too, such as hall council meetings.

USG will also have an open table to talk to
students at this fall's CampusFest Sept I
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supporter of
the game..."
David Marr I Golf Channel

Destination Toledo, said nearby cities like Bowling Green would benefit from visitors passing through the
city on their way to Toledo because
of the number of people traveling
through the region.
Cities like Bowling Green benefit from the patronage of local golf
enthusiasts in Northwest Ohio who
flocked to the 2011 Open in Toledo.
David Marr, analyst for the Golf
Channel, detected a great deal of golf
enthusiasm from the Northwest Ohio
See OPEN
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CONSTRUCTION CONTINUES

City prepares for Tractor
Pulling Championship
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The National Tractor Pulling
Championship will run Aug. 19 to 21 at the
Wood County Fairgrounds. The 2011 championship will mark the 45th year Bowling
Green has hosted the event.
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This year's event will kick off with a 'fan
appreciation night" Aug 18 at 7 p.m. The
concert will feature "Toledo Idol" band winner
Haywire, said Michael On. president of the
National Tractor Pulling Association.

PS*

"It's the largest tractor pulling event in the
world," Ott said. "It brings in a lot of income and
does a lot of good for Bowling Green"

'

The annual event brings in about 500
competitors every year and about 60,000
fans for the weekend.
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Although 2011 marks the 45-year anniversary
for the National Tractor Pulling Champk>nship.
no special events will be held at the championship to honor the milestone. Ott said they will
be "saving everything up" for the championship's 50th anniversary instead

.
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CAMPUS CONSTRUCTION continues as an eicavator tears up the brick floor outside of the Administration Building
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BG sports season is almost tart

Pop culture was alive this sumrnef. but
>«re you paying attention? lake the
Puke Quiz to see how well you scorn
with this summer's top stories | 9ao*«

Cokiroist AlMa Riedel says women should
be supported financiatty because of the trials,
expenses when women goto term with an
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Summer vacation is coming to a dose. For the
Falcons, the men's soccer team is the first t
kick off its season with an Aug. 15 sen
Cincinnati | Pag* •
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"This part of the
country is a very big

In Focus Editor

CITY
BRIEF

trying to set up."
First Ward City Council Member
Mark Hollenbaugh said the freespeech ordinance allows all local
event holders to obtain a permit
and work with the city's Municipal
Administrator to decide where the
zohe will be, as long as it is located
within the area of the event.
While the ordinance limits the
space of people expressing topics
unrelated to the events, no one participating in event-related activities
will be affected.
"It doesn't limit people who want
to go around, talk and pass out literature pertaining to the event,"
Hollenbaugh said. "If you want to go
to a Christmas parade and dress as

Toledo hosts Senior Open
By Bobby W.ddl.

CAMPUS
BRIEF

www.bgnewscom

SQUIRRELS ON THE STREET
What did you do all summer?
GARNET SALAU
Sophomore,
Envkonrrwnttl Sdeoce
"I had a nutty

summer" |P»o» 4
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BLOTTER

FRI..JULY29
12:30 A.M.
Joshua E. Reedy. 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for criminal mischief near East Court and North
Enterprise streets
12:49 A.M.
Robin R Slaughterbeck. 51. of
Bowling Green, was cited for possession of drug paraphernalia and
drug abuse within the 200 block of
E. Napoleon Road.
2:46 A.M.
Dylan M. Hess. 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container of alcohol within the 200 block
of E. Court St.
3:31 A.M.
John David Wise. 25. of Hicksville,
Ohio, was cited for littering within
the 100 block of Manville Ave.
8:54 A.M.
Robert J. Versteeg. 81, of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating
a vehicle impaired and failure to
control the vehicle after crashing
it near Conneaut Avenue and
McKinley Drive.
12:30 P.M.
A complainant reported the battery was stolen from his truck that
was stored in a fenced in area at

OPEN
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area and noted (lie passion golfers
have to "cram... into a short season"
to deal with the winters.
"This part of the country is a very
big supporter of the game, and I think
the fact that all that support has to be
compressed into a short season, you
feel it in a sort of an extra dense kind
of a form," Marr said.
Browne's victory concluded the
second U.S. Senior Open and
ninth major championship for the
Inverness Club, which includes the
2003 Senior Open, the 1979 U.S.
Open and the 1986 and 1993 PGA
Championships.
Judd Silverman. Championship
Director and a member of the tournament Board of Advisors, said the
course extends invitations to the
United States Golf Association for
the tournament.
"I think they were eager to come
back to Inverness," Silverman said.
"After 2003, it made perfect sense to
come back again."
Silverman said the tournament
is good for the region as well, generaUng hotel room sales and bringing in 2,200 volunteers from 15
states to help.

FAIR
From Page 1

Anderson said she has grown up
going to the fair, and she appreciates how elements of it are always
the same but new things are offered
every year.
"It's a time when we're with
our family for an entire week,"
Anderson said.
She teaches classes such as nutrition and organic chemistry at the
University. She said that if she
taught classes in the second summer session, she'd give her students
extra credit for going to the fair.
"It could really help them learn
where their food comes from,"
she said,
Her mother, Ruth Hentges,
said that doesn't just mean fruits
and vegetables but animals, too.
Hentges and her husband Darrel
served as grand marshals in the
Wood County Youth Parade

MONDAY NIGHTS
Retro, New Wave,
80s and 90s

TUESDAY NIGHTS
High Energy
Dance Party

$1.50 Well Drinks
S2.00 Bud Select Bottles
Free Pool

Featuring Two Drag Shows
$2.00 Coors Light Bottles
$3.00 Long Islands

the North Main storage site. All
four of the tires on the vehicle
were flat. The truck is valued at
$5,000. The complainant last saw
the truck two to three weeks prior
to July 29.
2:09 P.M.
A complainant reported that
sometime between 8:30 p.m. and
10 a.m., $15 in cash and five cassette tapes valued at $15 were
taken from an unlocked vehicle
within the 30O block of Parkview
Drive.
3:34 P.M.
A complainant reported that
sometime between 12:30 p.m.
and 1:30 p.m. an unknown person
took the tip jar that was sitting
outside the drive thru area of
Starbucks within the 1500 block
of E. Wooster St The tip jar had
approximately $15 in it.
809 P.M.
Demetrius S. Livingston Jr.. 21, of
Toledo, was arrested for theft at
Walmart within the 100 block of
W. Gypsy Road. He was lodged at
the Wood County Justice Center.
11:42 P.M.
Jennifer L. Rupert. 25. of Bowling
Green, was cited for failure to
maintain reasonable control of a
U-Haul truck after hitting the overhang of the drive thru at Burger
King within the 1500 block of E.
Wooster St.

SAT., JULY 30
12:34 A.M.
Matthew A. Ernsthausen. 21.
Mitchell A. Griffith, 20. and Thomas
Nguyen. 20. all of Perrysburg. were
cited for disorderly conduct/public
urination within the 300 block of N.
Enterprise St.
12:48 A.M.
Andre L. Young Jr., 23. of Toledo,
was cited for possession of marijuana at City Lot 1.
1:39 A.M.
Brandon J. Hillenbrand, 19. of
Rossford, was cited for underage/
under the influence near High and
3rd streets.
2:05 A.M.
Addison R. Price. 22, of Louisville,
Ky, was cited for open container of
alcohol within the 100 block of W.
Court St.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

d

ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
complete blotter list

Joel Whitmore, president of
Northwood
Schools Athletic
Boosters in Northwood, Ohio, works
with supporters at concessions with
a certain percentage of profits going
toward his organization.
Whitmore complimented the
staff and patrons, who were "very
tip friendly," and enjoyed interacting with some players that
came by for a snack, particularly
Fuzzy Zoeller.
Businesses that sponsored the
event were able to have their workers watch the tournament inside
air-conditioned tents.
Morgan said the tents allow firms
to spend time with clients in a more
casual setting.
"When you come out here, you
don't spend halt an hour with |the
clients], you spend two or three hours
with them," Morgan said.
She said the national prominence of the tournament helped
the experience.
"It's a great thing for the area."
Morgan said. "Wfe're very fortunate to
have this course here and to have the
opportunity to bring this kind of event
to Northwest Ohio."
Club professional David Graf said
that many of the contestants in the
tournament competed at the club in
the latter championships.

"To have mem come back from
when they were in their heyday or
in their prime was certainly special,
and it's great for me fans to connect
with," Graf said.
Joey Sindelar, who tied for fourth
place with Hale Irwin in this tournament, said he was "a young member
of the old guys' tour" at the age of 53.
"There are still guys playing in
uiis event who were legends to me,"
Sindelar said. "That's part of the huge
thrill of it. is... walking the history of
what golf has been the last 30 years,
and it's really a lot of fun."
Sindelar and Marr complimented the setup of the course and the
surrounding infrastructure with a
hotel close to the course and an
easy commute.
"From a media perspective, it is
unbelievably easy to cover this championship," Marr said. "From a viewer's
perspective, you get to come in and
you are first row, with Hall of Fame
members hitting great shots, making
a bunch of birdies, and if you're lucky
and dose enough to them, they give
you a putting tip before they go out
and play."
Sindelar said he enjoys playing on
courses designed by Donald Ross,
including Inverness.
"To me, this is classic, fabulous
golf," Sindelar said.

Tuesday night, one of the many
events at the fair.
The Wood County Fair opened to
the public Aug. 2 and runs through
Aug. 8 after people worked to set
up, check-in and judge on Monday.
About 98,000 to 100,000 people
attend the fair every year, said Fair
Director Cindy Harter.
Every day of the week there are
different activities and forms of
entertainment, Harter said.
"There's something for everybody here. You might not love
everything, but you can always
find something you're interested
in," she said.
She added that it's entertainment you can enjoy without having
to drive far. There are a lot of free
things to do and the cost of admission is not high.
She recommends trying the fair's
famous "pork-a-lean" sandwich,
which she said is a thin sausage
sandwich that isn't too spicy. Some
of people's favorites are elephant

ears and the 4-II milkshakes, but
many other fair foods are available.
Harter is one of the 26 board
of directors for the Wood County
Agricultural Society who lead volunteer committees at the fair.
"There are very few paid staff,"
she said. "|The volunteersl love
what they do."
"It's a very social place to
come," she said. "Since we're so
agriculturally based, it's nice to
be able to share that with the
community," she said.
Bowling Green resident Cindy
Carroll said she goes to the fair
every year. She recommends that
students of the University check
it out to experience an important
part of the city.
"The fair is just as much a part of
BG as any other big thing," she said.
"It's like going downtown or seeing
football games. Pius you're missing
out on the food if you don't come."
For a full schedule of events, visit
www.sent-trib.com/fair.
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an elf and pass out candy, that's
fine as long as you're respectful of
everyone else."
The creation of the ordinance
was in response to last year's Black
Swamp Music and Arts Festival,
which received controversy when
a local religious group came to the
event and protested the two antidiscrimination ordinances on the
ballot, 7905 and 7906.
"Last year, we had a fringe, radical religious group come to the
festival basically going around
telling people that God hates
gays and that all gay people were
going to go to hell," Hollenbaugh
said. "It interfered wit h the ability
for the festival to conduct business and it interfered with people
trying to enjoy themselves."
Members of city council used
those offenses as the basis for the
ordinance, saying the solicitation
by the group negatively affected
the festival, making visitors angry
and uncomfortable.
/.ml,iiiInH) said he knew something had to be done when both
event vendors and city residents
said they would not return to the
next festival because of the problems caused at the last one.
"There was a lot of concern after
last year's festival," Zanfardino
said. "Some members of council
were immediately contacted by the
event organizers and some concerned citizens. Two of us, myself
included, actually approached

SANCTUS
From Page 1

liorida-hascd ChriUilO music
.artists Tenth Avenue North for a
three-hour show Aug. 13.
Greg Christopher. Director of
Intercollegiate Athletics, said
the event sold 3,000 tickets as of
July 31, and he expects the show
to have between 3,000-4,000
fans attending.
Athletic Department retiree
Scot Bressler now works in the
Christian music business and
is overseeing the concert. lie is
familiar with the band that started 15 years ago when its members
were in high school.
"This area ... has given them
their roots a national band, and
they call this area home," Bressler
said. "They're proud of it."
Three of the members of the
band still maintain permanent
residences in Toledo, and that
many members of the audience
will be friends and supporters of
the band, Bressler said.
Bressler said the group appeals
to a wide age range and has a varied following, and that the addition of Tenth Avenue North to the
concert came about because the
bands toured together previously
and had established a friendship.
"Both groups know each other
well, they like each other, and it
will show in the way they each
do their own set," Bressler said.
"They are very excited and humbled by the opportunity to be
able to do this."
The bands are not touring together, so this will be a one-off event.
Bressler said the bands are planning on making the concert a special event by possibly changing up
their setlists and doing a few things
they normally do not do.
The event will open with Hayden
Browning, a student from Cedarville

the municipal administrator
and asked what could be done
about this."
City Prosecutor Matt Reger
helped write the ordinance and
said one of the biggest challenges he faced was to be mindful of the first amendment and
to protect everyone's rights from
being violated.
"You cannot regulate the speech
itself," Reger said. "But if the speech
is infringing on someone's ability
to enjoy his or herself, then restrictions could be put in place."
Under the new legislation, if
someone is asked to move his or
her speech to the "free-speech
zone" and refuses, the event
holder will contact the Municipal
Administrator. If there is still no
cooperation, city police could be
called to make an arrest for "disturbing the peace."
The ordinance officially
becomes active Aug. 16, 30 days
after it was passed by city council and less than a month away
from this year's Black Swamp
Festival downtown. The festival
takes place Sept. 9, 10 and 11. To
Hollenbaugh, it will be the first
major test for how effective the
new ordinance will be.
"The city's trying to strike a
balance between freedom of
speech and freedom of assembly," Hollenbaugh said. "As long
as you're respectful to the people
walking around then there won't
be a problem. People have the
right to say what they want, but
people also have the right not to
listen to it."

University near Springfield, Ohio.
Bressler described him as "very,
very good."
Christopher said the Athl^gp
Department began discussing
the possibility of a concert as
the building's first event because
athletic events did not begin
until September.
"We started looking at potential
bands that would have more of a
general appeal, not necessarily college student specific, because most
of the students aren't back yet,"
Christopher said.
Ben Spence, operations and
events coordinator for Stroh
Center, said the arena's second basketball court will allow for bands
to set up their shows a day and a
half earlier widiout having to rush
out of the, 111 ■ 11. i. 1111 ■ i 11111 s 111111; 111 c'
arena also features a staging area
and loading dock which will make
the process easier.
The event will feature LED video
walls and a full lighting and sound
system, with the "wow factor"
Bressler said the department was
looking for.

Christopher and Bressler
emphasized the size of the
arena for a more intimate
concert experience.
"It was designed to keep the fans
on top of the action for athletics
like Anderson Arena was," Bressler
said. "Even the farthest away seat is
still a great, great sight line."
Christopher said this will be the
first event to test the capability of
the staff.
"It's [about] making sure our staff
know how the building flows, how
it functions and all the nuances
that are tied to the event itself,"
Christopher said.
Tickets cost $20 for adults, $15
for University students and general youth tickets. Groups of 10 or
more pay $12 for tickets, and will
be $25 the day of the show.

\fisit us online at
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Residents flock to fairgrounds
The Wood County Fair brings an assortment of animals, entertainment and food to the city

TOP LEFT: Renee Watson holds a bottle Ml o( mill to feed her newborn baby calf Angel
TOP RIGHT: Bob demonstrates sawing fen a crowd at the fait and saws through the wood in 11 seconds.
MIDDLE LEFT: Cyndi Carroll participates in a ring toss game at the Wood County fair.
MIDDLE RIGHT: Jordan Franks (left) races his friend Devin Krout down a slide at the Wood County Fair Tuesday afternoon
BOTTOM: The Wood County Fair kicked off Tuesday 100.000 attendants ace expected.
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"If you want to go to a Christmas parade and dress as an elf and pass out candy, that's
fine as long as you're respectful of everyone else."
- First Ward City Council Member Mark Hollenbaugh on the free-speech ordinance [see story, pg. 1].
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What did you do all summer?

"Hungout around

"Drank way too

'What's it look like?

"Frolicked with

Olscamp and that's

much."

I freaking ate all

all the incoming

JEFFERY
RICK RICKARD.
Senior.
French

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

freshmen"

Have your own take on

EILEEN

PETE

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for

TOTHELEFT.
Junior.
Puppetry

SCHMIGGLES.
Senior,
Theatre

about it"

JEFFERSON,
Junior.
VCT

A

a question' Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

Riding a bicycle can Six Years Later
lead to adventures

Iamfamousforgettinglost.
On one occasion I took the
wrong bus in Cincinnati
to get from downtown to
the Cincinnati Museum
Center last summer.
Directions are not my
forte. I depend on landmarks
instead of street names.
But after riding my bike
since May to campus and
to work (with Google Maps
in my pocket if I'm not sure
where I'm going). I've learned
more about how to get around
Bowling Gram since May
than in the six semesters I've
spent on campus and walking
around town.
I didn't realize City Park
was just a few turns past
Happy Badger, turning the
wrong way on Wintergarden
or Conneaut isn't the wisest
choice and riding my bike as
transportation is great exer-

cise that doesn't require a
fee to the Rec.
Riding past road kill has not
been pleasant, but otherwise
experiencing the outdoors
and seeing town has been
fun. I've had the opportunity
to tan as I travel, breathe in
fresh air and exercise instead
of setting aside a separate
time to work out every day. I
merely hop on my bicycle, and
I'm off on an adventure.
Whenever I hiked at the Rec
when I lived on campus, I was
able to do seven miles easy.
It's a different story when you
have to tight wind resistance,
go up and down small inclines
and over highway overpasses
and avoid road kill and other
foreign objects on the road.
The ride from home to campus is about two miles, and if I
go downtown it's easily three
miles one way if I want to go to
Grounds for Thought. Happy
Badger or the Wood County
District Public Library. The
distance bothered me at first
V, ANDERSONI
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Educated opinions
are more effective

3
-

MATTHEWTHACKERl

As American citizens we
are all entitled to an opinion about the topics of the
day, but 1 feel like opinions
mean very little if they are not
informed opinions.
For example, someone
anonymously commented
about my last column on The
BG News website. This person
made some claims that I could
write a whole other column
rebutting (I know this because
I actually did write a whole
rebuttal column before realizing that I was, once again,
letting my liberal hang out),
and then closed his or her
comment by saying that,
"you need to open your mind

up to both parties. Keep writing but be open."
First, let me say to this person that I truly appreciate that
you read my column and took
the time to comment on it, but
the fact is that 1 absolutely IX)
keep my mind open to both
parties. However, I also pay
close attention to the words
and actions of the newsmakers and legislators in
both parties, and because of
that 1 get angry.
1 get angry that the average
people—those of us who are
not among the nations wealthiest—of our country consistently get the shaft. And while
I know that no one political
party is entirely at fault for this,
I do feel like one party is more
culpable for this scenario.
I feel like the real problem
lies in the fact that not enough
THACKER

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the
editor.

ALUEGEHMS i IHI BGNtWS

Editor reflects on
summer newspaper
fcJL--

This isn't a graduation column or a farewell column.
I'll still be working at The
BG News for the next two
years. Over the past three
months, I've been pondering how to write an "end
of summer column" every
time someone asks me "are
you excited to graduate?"
and I reply, "I'll let you know
in two more years."
Although most editors
don't get the chance to be
sentimental until they've
completed their four-year
sentence at the University,
I'm about to do it while only
being halfway there.
As Editor-in-Chief, I've
faced a lot of hurdles with
this summer's staff (vague
headlines, thinking of
story ideas and once or
twice telling the photo editor to not forget to "edit" his
photos). But, as summer
finally sets, I'm realizing it
was worth it to be able to
pick up those eight to ten
pages every week.
Back in May, my goal was
to put out one issue with alllocal content, but somehow

■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ CaH us at 419-372-6966.

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.
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ML.
"Verily, verily, I say unto
you, except a corn of wheat
fall into the ground and die
it abideth alone: but if it
die, it bringeth forth much
fruit." John 12:24.
Taken extremely out of
context and ignoring any
hint of its original meaning, I contend that this
line of Biblical script can
aid in the construction of
a silver lining to this darker
than dark cloud that hangs
above our country.
We can all see that dark
cloud, can't we? Certain factions may focus on their own
parts of interest, but we can
all generally see it is there.
I am speaking of course
of the uncertain future of
this country, the United
States of America.
For me and much of my
generation this is much of
a reverse from the kind of
worldview we grew up with.
We grew up with the myth
of America as that invincible figure that sat upon a
white horse. The future was
bright, and we seemed to be
on course to ascend to that

shining city on the hill.
The events of 9/11
were a cause for concern for some time, but
they soon became just
an exception that proved
the rule, as American
pride, resolve and sense
of community seemed
stronger than ever before.
That was then, that
was before.
Before the wars became
endless. Before job opportunities became limited.
Before America's standing in
the world decreased. Before
other nations, including
that rising star in the East,
increased their standing.
Before, before, before.
Now the man in the
White House that ran on
the promise of hope seems
to be presiding over an age
of disillusionment.
Now to many of my generation and others, America
is seen as being pulled along
by a pale horse whose rider's
name is Death.
Things do not seem to be
going smoothly. The debacle
of the debt ceiling debate
was only one more piece of
evidence that ours is not the
best of times.
This all may be for the betSee DAVOLI I Page 5
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the staff turned one into
twelve.
I also hoped every week
I wouldn't be able to find
a mistake, that each week
might finally bring a "perfect" paper.
Although no one issue
was absolutely flawless,
with the help of a dedicated
staff we got as close as anyone ever could.
They say the president
ages twice as fast as a normal person by the time
he's finished two terms in
office—the same goes with
whoever is editor of The
BG News. However, with
only two years under my
belt, I'm more interested in
looking forward than just
looking back.
This fall I'll be the
News Editor and a junior
at the University.
I already can't wait to start
working on the first issue for
the school year in the room
where social lives go to die,
210 West Hall.
I'm even more excited
to again work alongside
some of the most talented
students in the news business, who daily admire the
nice, green newsroom walls
(probably painted with
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University prepares for summer
graduation ceremony
With summer classes ending this week, the
University is preparing for its 271st graduation ceremony. The August commencement will also mark the first ceremony
President Mary Ellen Mazey.
The University will be awarding 1,135 diplomas at the ceremony. 537 of the degrees
awarded include graduate degrees and
72 undergaduate students will receive a
diploma with honors. Check out how this
summer's graduation numbers match up
to the past three graduation ceremonies on
campus.
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Good planning is optimal, semester deadlines approach quickly
STEPHANREED
FORUM EDITOR

If there is one thing I have
learned in college it is how to
work on a deadline.
Unfortunatly for many,
this lesson is learned the
hard way. I almost failed this
lesson last year because of
poor planning.
When you first get your syllbus at the beginning of the
semester, you look at the big
assignments, the attendance
policy and begin to plan out

what the semester will look
like for you. Now, I remember
looking at one syllabus and
thinking, "Oh, I can totally
write a 20-page short story by
the end of the semester."
Well, the semester carried
on and I was having too much
fun to really keep my eyes on
the end of the semester. About
two weeks before finals, our
professor gracioiusly reminded us of our major grade for
the class and my heart sank.
At (his point in time, I started
to get nervous.
I started complaining
about the professor, blaming
her for giving us such a trivial task even though I was

trying to just cover up my
own failure to keep a halfdecent schedule.
Luckily for me, I was
inspired by the past idea of
an over-arching metaphor
of President Obama's first
term in the form of a freshman's first year in college.
Creative writing isn't necessarily my forte but worrying
about my grades is.
Now, unlike me, my
friend waited an extra
week and a half to write his
story. He put the pro back
in procrastination.
He forced his eyes open
for 24 hours while he hammered away at the keys to

finish his story.
By the end of the semester,
both him and I received As
for our efforts, but I believe
we can blame that on the fact
not many other students even
wrote their stories.
Outside of the classroom, 1 have learned how
to work with deadlines as
an editor and reporter for
various newspapers.
I tell you what, there is
no better thrill than having
your boss tell you to write a
600-word story in about one
hour. That statement may be
said with some sarcasm, but
honestly, 1 am proud to say
that 1 can work with such a

strict deadline.
In the real world, we're
going to have time-sensitive
situations. For example, you
won't want to dilly-dally
while you have a pregnant
woman in your car nor if you
receive a notice on your door
about getting your cable shut
off. Some things just need to
get done quickly.
In life, we're not going to be
able to just go the speed limit
sometimes. We are going to
have to push it over 10 miles
per hour and just heighten
our awareness. Granted, if
you plan out a trip and engage
on the plan correctly, you can
get to where you need to be

Pregnancy centers provide options for new mothers

Abortion has dearly not left the
social or political scene.
Currently in Ohio we have
two bills that are well on their
way. These are I IB 78, which
bans late term abortions, and
the Heartbeat Bill, which bans
abortions when a heartbeat of
the unborn child is detected.
The first bill has been passed
by both the Ohio Senate and
House and only needs to be
signed by Governor John
Kasich. The second has been
passed in the I louse. These bills,
if passed, will protect countless
lives as well as spur greater tension and debate between those
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people pay attention to the
path that our count ry is on (not
to mention who is responsible
for putting us on that path),
then they overhear what some
of their friends—most of which
are also not paying attentionsay and repeat it as their own
uninformed opinion.
I cannot tell you how many
times in my life I have heard
someone say, "I don't follow
politics because it doesn't matter who's elected anyway," and
then three sentences later they
say, "Did you hear about Brad
and Angelina?" That is when I
want to scream at them, "No,
that is what doesn't matter!"
I think a lot of people—especially younger people—think
that keeping up with the
news is too time consuming,
and I am here to tell you that
is doesn't have to be. There
are "dashboard" websites like
the one I use called netvibes.
com, which make it easy to
keep up with what media
outlets are reporting.
On netvibes.com, you can
get RSS feeds (most of which
are pre-ready to use in the form
of apps) from most every major
media outlet in the country.
When I log into this site, I get all
the headlines being reported

who are pro-life and those
who are pro-choice.
However, rather than
remain focused on me political I would like to call our
attention to the personal.
Whether or not abortion is
legal we have women and children who need help.
In BG, 1 often see and hear
calls for women's right to
choose. Except in the small
Catholic community of which
I am a part, I rarely hear about
the choice to go through with
a pregnancy and the options
and support available for
those who would like to make
this choice. We hear about
abortion rights all the time
and protecting this choice, but
it does not take long to realize
that it is the other choice that
needs more support.

First, there is the pregnancy
itself with its trials and expenses. This will be especially challenging for a woman with an
unplanned pregnancy, which
may add social and emotional
trials onto the already challenging experience. Second, there
is the preparation for the child
and all of the costs involved
with this. Third, you have the
labor and the hospital bills that
come with it. Finally, you have
me child, either to raise yourself
or to put up for adoption.
It is not uncommon to hear
the pro-choice argument about
expense and how the cost of
abortion should be provided
to support women. Why is it
uncommon to hear these
same people, who are in favor
of choice, not mention how
more financial help should be

from both right-wing leaning
media sources (the Wall Street
Journal, Fox News) as well as
left-wing leaning sources (the
New York Times, MSNBC), and
then I can decide for myself
what I believe to be the case. I
also have this site linked to my
email, Facebook and Twitter
accounts so I can check them
all at one time.
So. in closing my final
column for the 2011 summer semester, what I would
really like to say to those of
you who disagree with my
opinions is that I welcome
hearing your opposing viewpoints, but I hope they are
informed opinions.
If you follow the news and
are aware of the political situations at hand (as well as the
implications of those situations), I would love nothing
more than to hear your opinion and have an honest discussion with you about it.
One of the best things about
our country is that we have
not only the right but a civic
duty to have (and give voice
to) an opinion. That is a
great thing and not something to be taken for granted
or wasted by not making the
effort to be informed.

ANDERSON

Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com
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because I wasn't used to the
resistance, but as I've hiked
more, I've been able to cut
my travel time.
But I'm not the only
student who rides to campus. Sophomore creative
writing major Christine
Chapman also rode her
bike this summer.
"I love being able to ride
to the [Jerome] library
and pull up to the rack,"
Chapman said.
Even though she admits
to disliking the process of
locking her bicycle to the
rack, it's better than having
it stolen.
"My number one
piece of advice to give
people is: don't ride with
your iPod ear buds in,"
Chapman said. "As a
motorist |too| a number
of cyclists don't hear me
coming, have no clue I'm
there and they can't pay
attention to traffic."
Some other tips to keep in
mind when riding according to the Digest of Ohio
Motor Vehide Laws: obey
all traffic signs, signals and
pavement markings; stay as
close to the right as possible
because bicyclists must

available to support the more
expensive and difficult choice?
Following die theme of
what is common to hear, I am
accustomed to hearing about
the Center for Choice in Toledo
and how young women are
referred there. But how many
people are aware of the pregnancy center that is across the
parking lot from this center?
How many of these women at
the University are made aware
of the pregnancy center that is
easy walking distance from the
campus at 441 Frazee Avenue,
Suite A?
Certainly, many of these
women may not be interested
in the pregnancy center, but
what about anyone who is
considering having her baby?
These women should know
that they can receive support,

ride with traffic unless
walking a bicycle; have a
white headlight, a red taillight and a red rear reflector
when riding at night: and
use hand signals (up for a
right turn, down for slow
or stop and parallel to the
ground for a left turn).
But one of the most
important things is to
be safe.
If your bicycle is in need
of repair, we're lucky to
have Cycle Werks at 248
S. Main St. I've had to
replace the tubes on both
tires this summer.
Cory Fraszewski has
worked at Cycle Werks
for almost a year and
does repairs.
Their most common
repair is "between fiats or
something else" according
to Fraszewski.
As for students using the
shop, "We ICyde Werks] get
quite a few of those |stuclentsl once in a while."
I would advise getting
a helmet and headlights,
brushing up on bicycle
laws and constantly paying attention when you're
on the road. It's better to be
safe than sorry.

Respond to Suzanna at
thenews@bgnews.com

including free pregnancy
tests and ultrasounds, counseling, and material support
for having the child. With
the center being walking distance from campus, it will
not even cost a student the
price of gas to go there.
Whether pro-life or prochoice. I believe we can all
support women who an- making the decision to go through
with a pregnancy, even if it is
unplanned and inconvenient.
Pregnancy centers are helping,
but more assistance is needed.
Instead of just debating the
issue of abortion let's make an
effort to help those in need of
assistance.

Respond to Alicia al
thenews@bgnews.com
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ter.
This is because the current problems of the day may
not be the main problems
in themselves but rather
symptoms that display much
deeper problems.
Without
descending
into a crisis, without dying
in a sense, we would continue along faulty paths (1
would include elements of
jingoism among them.)
A baptism of fire can be
good from time to time. It can
help in burning away impurities and forging a stronger,
more flexible whole.
There have been examples
of this from our past. It would
be best to remember Shays'
Rebellion and the general
strife of young America which
exposed the shortcomings of
its political system.
Out of those dark days when
the fate of our country was
in question, Americans were
able to come together and
work out many of our problems. The end result induded
the Constitution, Bill of Rights
and other political fixes that
greatly improved the state of
the country.
The same could be said of
other dark days in American

without having to stress. But
when the situation calls for
it, I'm putting my foot to the
floor and watching for cops.
Having to rush is not the
optimal way of going about
doing things. But having that
skill in your back pocket is
always a good thing.
When you get a syllabus,
make a semester schedule
and even out the workload.
And if you slip off your
schedule a little bit ... well,
an all-nighter never hurl a
college kid.

Respond to Steplinii at
tlienews@bgneifs.com
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whatever was left over from
Olscamp Hall).
Although they're always
saying. "I have no clue what
I'm really doing," they've
proved just the opposite
this summer, and I know
they'll keep doing it this
fall. After all. they are what
really drives The BG News.
Summer days may
almost be behind us. but
the real fun starts this
fall with the first issue
Aug. 19. Don't miss out by
not picking up an issue,
and 1 promise we'll never
stop you from doing so
by missing our deadline,
hopefully.

Respond to Max at
thenews@bgnews.com

history. We should remember that the partisan fighting
words in Congress today are
nothing compared to the physical partisan fights, including a
senator being nearly beaten to
death with a cane, leading up
to the Civil War.
But again America came out
stronger, freer and generally
better than before.
Although we could all
despair over the decrease
in jobs and world rankings, it would be better to
attempt to get at the heart
of our problems.
It will be difficult.
Many will have to admit
they are wrong about deeply
held beliefs (both liberal and
conservative). Many of my
generation and others will
have to accept that their lot in
life will not be easy, will not be
the way they expected or felt
entitled to.
If we would only do that, if
we would only re-evaluate and
restructure our country with
all the sacrifices that entails,
we could rise once more out
of the ashes and be better
because of the strife.
Or we could chant "USA.
USA" and hope that things
workout.

Respond to Mathew at
thenews@bgnews.com
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THIS WEEK IN TOLEDO
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Library Book Sale

Smoke on the Water Ribs for the Red Cross

The Toledo-Lucas County Pubic Library wf be selng thousands of book Proceeds

Local and rational vendors wil be featuring their own B8Q ribs for the

from the sale wl benefit the Ibrary programs such as the Summer Readng.Qufe.The
salewJbeci»itolhepubkThurs^4ro7pm.FnaayandSaiiiu3/9amto4

pubic to sample to help the American Red Cross. Admission is $5 and the
eventwibeatfWrier^ParkkyJrjel^ardSatinfeyllarritDlO

pm Hardcovers are $1. paperbacks wi be 50 cents and magaaies 25 cents

pm and Sunday 11 am to 7 pm

THEY SAID IT
"1 was an extrovert kid who
loved singing.
— Neil Patrick Hams
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Homemade ice cream recipes provide perfect
heat relief, cure end-of-summer blues
AMANDA McGWRE
RDCZHEK
tUSECOWMNIST

#
Even though outside
temperatures say fall is
far, far away, for me it is
almost here.
As the next semester
quickly approaches, I'm
determined to make
these last few weeks of
summer count.
There are still so many
tomatoes to be harvested,

cookbooks to be read and
recipes to try. But before I
trade in my tank tops for
my "teaching'' dresses,
there's one summery thing
left I must do: homemade
ice cream.
Sure, ice cream's good all
year round, but it always
tastes better on a blistering
hot, sunny day.
My ice cream obsession
started when two good
friends told me about a
gazpacho they ordered
during a trip to Philly that
came with avocado ice
cream as a garnish. Imme-

diately my wheels started
turning. I must replicate it.
But how actually does one
make avocado ice cream?
Ice cream goddess Jeni
Britton Bauer, owner of
Jeni's Splendid Ice Creams
who hails from Columbus,
recently released a cookbook for making artisan ice
creams at home. However, to avoid giving half
my paycheck to Amazon
every month, I check out
library copies before buying books, and I'm pretty
sure I'm still 35th in line for
"leni's Splendid Ice Creams

at I lome."
Luckily, the August/September issue of "Saveur"
dedicated a sweet little
spread to this favorite
summertime dessert and
shared the base recipe that
serves as "the starting point
for any ice cream." On the
opposite page journalist
Ben Mims reviews some
of the ways for making ice
cream without a machine.
Now I'm in business.
All I need is the avocado
and these precious last
few weeks of summer to
experiment.
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For anyone who has followed
Britney Spears' career from
the Catholic school girl days,
this is a very exciting time.
The Princess of Pop is once
again smiling
In 2009 during The Circus
Tour, Spears seemed to have
a case of "time to make the
donuts," just going with the
motions of the show, not
really enjoying a second of
it. The tour was her return
to music after years of bad
headlines.
Rut if there is anything a
Britney fan has learned, it's
the importance of baby steps.
The Femme Fatale Tour,
promoting her seventh
album of the same name,
seems to be her best work
since her "Toxic" days.
It opens with a secret agent
on the hunt for Britney, who
returns throughout the show.
Shortly after the camera pans
to her to seductively whisper,
"I'm not that innocent," the
crowd erupted into cheers

"WF THE BEST FORFVER"

MATT HASH I IHfBGNtWS

as Britney slowly walked
onstage for her first number,
"Hold It Against Me."
The show follows a
story line of Britney on
the run through the set
list featuring most of the
"Femme Fatale" album.
During "Big Fat Bass,"
she jumps from one giant
speaker to another with
Will.i.am on the screen. For
"How I Roll," she danced on
top of a pink Mini Cooper
with a stripper pole in the
trunk. And for "(Drop Dead)
Beautiful," R-rated imag-

es of naked men flashed
across the screen while she
paraded the stage.
The show was energetic
from the start, and Spears
showed no sign of slowing
down. Wearing a sparkling
pink bra and jean shorts for
most of the show, the pop star,
pushing .'iO-years-okl. gave
the audience motivation for a
new diet plan.
And the show featured
some live vocals unlike the
lipsynced Circus lour.
The most exciting parts of
the show were her numbers

for older hits, like performing
"Don't Let Me Be The Last To
Know" in a swing or "I'm A
Slave 4 U," which featured the
original choreography from
the 2001 music video.
Britney is back, and anyone who doesn't think so
hasn't yet seen the Femme
Fatale Tour.
Opener Nicki Minaj did
well to get the crowd ready
for Britney. Her montage
of original songs and some
of her biggest verses (Kanye
West's "Monster," Trey Songz's
"Bottom's Up") got the crowd
on their feet.
She danced all over the
stage in a blonde wig with
Jigsaw, the well-known
character from the "Saw"
movies on the screen, which
was never really explained.
The crowd was especially
loud when she yelled into the
microphone. "Where are all
my girls? ... Where are all my
gay boys?" There weren't very
many straight boys in the
Palace from the looks of it.
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT
KINGS OF LEON CA.
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Popular band Kings of Leon canceled their U.S. tour
days after singer Caleb Followill walked offstage in Dallas
because of "unbearable" heal. Followill is taking a break for
vocal problems and exhaustion. The band is scheduled to
return to the stage in Vancouver on Sept. 2H.
CYRUS DEBUTS NEW

ALBUM
■ Artist |[>l KHALED
Grade | C

Newly legal pop star Miley
Cyrus tweeted a picture of her
newest tattoo that makes a
statement. With a message that
said "All LOVE is equal" she
showed a picture of an equal
sign on the inside of her ring
finger. Quickly after her tweet,
some fans debated the tattoo's
meaning, citing Bible verses.
"If II don't stand I something
you'll fall for anything |sic|."
Cyrus tweeted.
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After releasing four albums
in five years, Miami-based D)
Khaled returns with his major
label debut album (and fifth
overall) "We the Best Forever."
Despite his lengthy track
record of summer smash hits,
his four previous records were
released on the independent
label El Music (formerly know
as Koch Records).
Last August the DJ, famous
for hits like "All I Do Is Win" and
"I'm So Hood," announced that
his latest album will be released
on hip-hop's current powerhouse Cash Money Records.
And as you would expect,
Khaled's new partnership with
the label that is most famous
for introducing the world to
rapper Dwayne Carter Jr.,
Khaled's guest list is dominated by the Young Money/Cash
Money crew.
The usual suspects like
T-Pain, Akon. Bun B, Rick Ross
and Young Jeezy all make

appearances too, but it is the
YMCMB rappers who take up
much of the record. Most notable being the album and the
summer's biggest hit, "I'm On
One" which features Drake,
Lil Wayne and Rick Ross, with
production handled by Drake's
production team of Noah "40"
Shebib and T-Minus.
The song features another
stellar performance by Drake,
who out raps his mentor and
uses a lackadaisical flow which
doesn't quite execute tonguein-cheek punch lines like "I'm
a made n*"*", I should dust
something" like he used to.
Lil Wayne however gives
a much more inspired performance on the lead-single,
"Welcome to My I lood."
Now one might ask. what it
is that DJ Khaled does on his
albums, and it certainly isn't a
stupid question at all.
It isn't rare for a DJ to release
a compilation type album, Like
Khaled does almost annually,

but those DJs typically pro
duce and make beats on those
albums. DJ Khaled does not
rap and outside of a couple of
co-production credits, does
not make beats either.
What Khaled does is take
the traditional disc jockey role
to an almost unprecedented
measure. DJs used to make
promotional mixtapes, colkxting the hottest tracks from
rappers and release them to
the public. Khaled does this
on a much larger scale, collecting today's hottest rappers
and having them collaborate
to make huge anthems. Now
how successful he is at doing
so on "We the Best Forever"
is debatable. While "I'm On
One' will go down as one of
Khaled's biggest hits to date, he
very rarely matches that mark.
The two Lex Luger produced tracks, "Money" and
"I'm Thuggin'" which feature
Young Jeezy, Ludacris and
Waka Flocka Flame not only

sound like every other song the
young producer has made but
also very stale and unoriginal.
The missteps continue
when lesser interesting rappers appear on tracks like "A
Million lights," which features
Kevin Rudolf on a hook and an
assortment of weed carriersturned rappers such as Tyga,
lae Millz, Mack Maine and
CoryGunz.
And if Ace Hood, Meek Mill,
Big Sean and even the once
promising Wale really are hiphop's up-and-comers as they
claim to be on "Future," then
maybe we should leave the
DeLorean in park.
"We the Best Forever"
promises block buster summer hits, and while there are a
few keepers like the B.o.B and
Akon pairing on "My Life"
and the Busta Rhymes, The
Came and Cee-Ix) banger,
"Sleep When I'm Gone," overall Khaled and his many collaborators fail to deliver.
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Sam Ronson, known
for her relationship with
Lindsay I oh.in. was
arrested for a DUI on
Monday in California.
The arrest was made at
10:30 a.m., after DJingat
a hotel in las Vegas.
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APARTMENTS

»1+2 BR
Apartments Available •
» Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community *
* Utilities included *
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MAKE YOUI HOME AT:
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What is the name of Sr
alcoholic energy drink?
a) Fizz
b) Shizzle Juice
c) Blast

Compiled by Matt Lu
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THIS WEEK IN TOLEDO
Library Book Sale

THIS WEEK IN TOLEDO
Smoke on the Water Ribs for the Red Cross

THEY SAID IT

The Toledo-Lucas County Public Library will be seftng thousands of books Proceeds

Local and national vendors w! be featuring their own BBQ ribs for the

from the sale wil benefit the (brary programs such as the Summer ReadngQuh The

public to sample to help the American Red Cross Admission is $5 and the

"I was an extrovert lad who
loved singing."

sale wil be open to the pubfc Thursday 4 to 7 pm. Friday and Saturday 9 amto4

event wl be at Promenade Park, ft wi be Friday and Saturday 11 am to 10

-Neil Patrick Harris

pm Hardcovers are $1, paperbacks will be 50 cents and magazines 25 cents

pm and Sunday 11 am to 7 pm.

■
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Homemade ice cream recipes provide perfect
heat relief, cure end-of-summer blues
AMANDA M.GUIRE
RZIC7NEK

Even though outside
temperatures say fall is
far, far away, for me it is
almost here.
As the next semester
quickly approaches, I'm
determined to make
these last few weeks of
summer count.
There are still so many
tomatoes to he harvested,

cookhooks to he read and
recipes to try. But before I
trade in my tank 'ops for
my "teaching" dresses,
there's one summery thing
left I must do: homemade

icecream,
Sure, ice cream's good all
year round, hut it always
tastes belter on a hlistering
hot, sunny day.
My ice cream obsession
started when two good
friends told me about a
gazpacho they ordered
during a trip to 1'hilly that
came with avocado ice
cream as a garnish. Imme-

diately my wheels started
turning. I must replicate it
Hut how actually does one
niiike avocado ice cream?
Ice cream goddess lenj
liritton Bauer, owner of
leni's Splendid Ice (teams
who hails from Columbus,
recently released a cookbook for making artisan Ice
creams at home. 1 lowever, to avoid giving hall
my paycheck to Amazon
every month, I check out
library copies before buy
ing books, and I'm pretty
sure I'm still35th in line lot
"leni's Splendid Ice(teams

at Home."
luckily, the August/Sep-

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU
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tembei Issue of "Savour"
dedicated a sweet little
spread to this favorite
summertime dessert anil
shared the base recipe thai
serves as "the starling point
for any ice cream." < )n the
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opposite page journalist
Ben Minis reviews some
of the ways for making ice
< ream without a machine.
Now I'm in business.
All I need is the avocado
and these precious last
leu weeks of summer to
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experiment.
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After releasing four albums
in five years, Miami-based I)|
(dialed returns with his major
label debut album (and fifth
overall) "We the Best forever.''
Despite his lengthy track
record of summer smash hits,
his four previous records were
released on Ihe independent
label HI Music (formerly know

as Koch Records).
Last August the Dl, famous
for hits like "All I Do Is Win" and
"I'mSo Hood" announced thai
his latest album will be released
on hip-hop's current powerhouse Cash Money Records.
And as you would expect.
Khak-d'snew partnership with
the label that is most famous
for introducing the world to
rapper Dwayne Carter Jr.,
Khaled's guest list is dominated by the Young Money/Cash
Money crew.
The usual suspects like
T-Pain, Akon. Bun B, Rick Ross
and Young Jeezy all make

MATT UASSf

as Britney slowly walked
onstage for her first number,
"Hold It Against Me."
The show follows a
story line of Britney on
the run through the set
list featuring most of the
"lemme Fatale" album.
During "Big Tat Bass."
she jumps from one giant
speaker lo another with
William on Ihe screen. For
"How I Holl," she danced on
top of a pink Mini Cooper
with a stripper pole in the
trunk. And for "(Drop Dead]
Beautiful." H-rated imag

appearances too. but it is the
YMCMB rappers who take up
much oflhe record. Mosl notable being the album and the
summers biggest hii, "Tin On
One" which features Drake.
Lil Wayne and Rick Ross, with
production handled by I take's
production leam of Noah "III"
Shebib and T Minus.
The song features another
stellar performance by Drake,
who out raps his mentor and
uses a lackadaisical flow which
doesn't quite execute tonguein-cheek punch lines like "I'm
a made n""", I should dust
something" like he used to.
l.il Wayne however gives
a much more inspired performance on the lead single,
"Welcome to My 1 Iood."
Now one might ask, what it
is thai Dl Khaled does on his
albums, and it certainly isn't a
stupid question at all.
It isn't rare for a DJ to release
a compilation type album, like
Khaled does almost annually.

es of naked men flashed
across the screen while she
paraded Ihe slage.
The show was energetic
from the start, and Spears
showed no sign of slowing
clown. Wearing a sparkling
pink bra and jean shorts lor

most ofthe show, the pop star,
pushing ill years did. gave
the audience motivation for a
new diel plan.
And the show featured
some live vocals unlike Ihe
lipsynced Circus lour.
Ihe most exciting parts ol
Ihe show were hei numbers

but those Djs typically pro
duce and make heats on those
albums. Dl Khaled does not
rap and outside of a couple of
co-production credits, does

no) make beats either.
Whal Khaled does is lake
the traditional disc jockey role
to an almost unprecedented
measure. DJs used to make
promotional mixtapes, collecting the hottest tracks from
rappers and release them to

lor older hits, like1 performing
"Don't Let Me Be The Law lo
know"' in a swing or "I'm A
Slave I "■" which featured the
original choreography from
the 2001 music video.
Britney is hack, and anyone who doesn't think so
hasn't yet seen ihe Femme
Fatale lour
Openei Nicki Minaj did
well lo get the crowd ready
for Britney. Her montage
ol original songs and some
of her biggest verses (Kanye
West's "Monster," freySongz's
"Bottom's Dpi gni Ihe crowd
on their feet.
she danced all over ihe
stagi' in a blonde wig wilh
ligs.nv, ihe well-known
character from ihe Saw"
movies on the screen, which
was never really explained,
I lie crowd was .■specially
loud when she yelled into Ihe
microphone, Where are all
my girts? ■ •■ Where are all my
gay boys"'" I here weren't very
many slraighi boys in the
Palace from the looks of it.

soundlikccveryothci song the
young producer has made but
alsover) Male and unoriginal.
The missteps continue
when lesser interesting rappers appear on tracks like A
Million lights," which features
Kevin Rudolf on a hook and an
assortment of weed carriers
turned rappers such as fyga,
|,ie Mill/, Mack Maine and

CoryGunz.
And if Ace Hood, Meek Mill,

the public, khaled dues this

Hie, Sean and even the once

on a much larger scale, collecting today's hottesi rappers
and having them collaborate
lo make huge anthems. Now
how successful he is at doing
so on "We the Best forever"
is debatable. While "Tin On
One will go down as one of
Khaled's biggest hits to date, he
very rarely matches that mark.
The two Lex l.uger produced tracks. "Money" and
"I'm Thuggin" which feature
Young Jee/.y. Tudacris and
Waka llocka Flame not only

promising Wale really are hip-

«.*

VILLAGE

hop's up and i iiiners as they
claim lo be on "Future," then
maybe we should leave the
Del mean in park.
"We Ihe Besl Forever"
promises block busier summer hits, and while there are a
few keepers like the B.o.B and
Akon pairing on "My Life"
and the Busta Rhymes. The
Game and Cee-Lo banger,
Sleep When Tin Cone," overall Khaled and his many collaborators fail to deliver.
**">*: ~
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Apartments Available ■
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• Minutes from BGSU .
• Pet friendly community i
I Utilities included •
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles lor FREE.
«»»mote SudoiniM Ms ,naxit
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THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT
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Popular band Kings ol In n canceled heii I S tout
davs after singer Caleb Followill walked offstage in Dallas
because ol "unbearable" heat. I ollowill is taking a break foi
vocal problems and exhaustion The hand is scheduled to
return lo the stage in Vancouvei on Sept. 28.

Newl) legal pop stat Miley
i . - iweeted a picture ol hei
newesi
I makes a
i message that
said All IXWI is equal she
showed ;i pi< i
'i an equal
sign on the insitk "I hei ring
iiner; u.:. I \ aftei hei tweet,
some fens debated the tattoo's
meaning, citing Bible versi "If ii don't si.mil i something
vonII i.ill foi anjtiling
Cyrus tweeted

WWWTWIUFRCOM MillYCYRUS

LOHAN'S EX

Sam Ronson, known
for her relationship wilh
Lindsay Lohan, was
arrested for a Dill on
Monday In California.
The arresi was made al
10:30 am, aftei DJingai
a hotel in Las Vegas
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Shop our trendy selection of

Apparel • Shoes ■ Jewelry
• Accessories-Handbags,
belts, scarves & more.
Designer labels & name brands

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
Fox Run
Piedmo''

B ■. rtwood
i Bedroom & Efficiency Houst's
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TEMMEFATALETOUR"

For anyone who has followed
Britney Spears' career from
Ihe Catholic school girl days,
this is a very exciting time.
Ihe Princess of Pop is once
again smiling.
In 21)0!) during I he Circus
four, Spears seemed to have
a case of "lime lo make the
donuls," fust going with the
motions of ihe show, not
really enjoying a second of
il. I he tour was her return
to music after years of bad
headlines.
But if there is anything a
Britney fan has learned, it's
the importance of baby steps.
Ihe i'emme Fatale four,
promoting her seventh
album of the same name,
seems to be her best work
since her Toxic" days.
It opens with a secret agenl
on Ihe hunt for Britney, who
returns throughout the show.
Shortly after Ihe camera pans
to her to seductively whisper,
"I'm noi that innocent," the
crowd erupted into cheers
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SPORTS

WHILE WE'RE OUT...
follow The BG News Sports on Facebook for
constant updates on tall sports.
August 3 -August 16,2011 8

IS IT

SEASON YET?

Men sand Women's
Soccer

Women's Golf

Falcon Fall Sports

±
<*

Volleyball

Men sand Women's
Cross Country

FACEBOOK
Become a Facebook fan
Become a fan of the BG News sports
department on Facebook. Log on to
your account and search 'BG News
Sports'to become a fan.

TWITTER

HOCKEY

FOOTBALL

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Emrick named to U.S. HOF

Dahlman signs with Cincinnati

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us
for breaking news and in-game updates from your
favorite Falcon sports.
www.twhtw.co m/hujnwBtrU

Current NHL on NBC play-by-play
announcer and BG alumnus Mike Emrick
has been named to the United States
Hockey Hall of Fame.

Former BG long snapper Neal Dahknan has signed
a contract with the Cincinnati Bengals of the NFL
Dahlman is the second former Falcon to sign a contract this offseason, joining Tyler Donahue.
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Fall is a great
season for
sports fans

CHRIS JONES (91) makes a tackle against Miami last season The junior defensive tackle was a third-team AD-MAC selection last season with 59 tackles and six sacks

It's almost that time of year
again, the most wonderful time
of the year.
Fall.
Not just because the belligerent heat will finally start to die
down but because it is the best
time of year for sports fans, no
matter which sport gets your
blood pumping.
For the casual baseball fan,
the dog days of summer are no
longer upon us as the pennant
races start to heat up. The trade
TYIER STAMLE I MBGNfW
deadline has come and gone
with several contenders solidifying their rosters for a possible
run in October.
The last two months of the
season will be an exciting
one with the NL East being
the only division that isn't
currently close.
With fall comes the start
of every other major sport in
America ... pending the status
year where we look to make a
of the NBA lockout of course.
major improvement."
September brings us football
I-ast season, the Falcons
both college and pro. This NFL
had offensive line issues.
season may be more anticipatComing into the season haved than most, with the lockout
ing to replace three starters,
ending last week and teams
depth was already an issue
scrambling to fill their rosters
at the start of the season.
(while being salary cap compliThat problem became proant) before the preseason starts
found when both Blaec
in a couple of weeks.
Walker and Ben Bojicic went
The first weekend of
down with injuries.
September ushers in the first
The severe lack of depth
weekend of college football
caused the coaching staff
this year. Not only do we get
to switch Jordon Roussos
a three-day weekend just two
from the defensive line to
weeks into the semester, but we
the offensive line, where he
get to spend it watching great
games all weekend. From BG's
See FOOTBALL | Page 10
season opener at Idaho Sept. 1,
to a prime matchup between
LArJJgmj (i-'ij and Maryland the
m ^following Monday, with a host
of great games in between.
For the die-hard fan, the start
of the college football season
might be the best weekend of
the year. After nine months
of waiting and following the
progress of your favorite team
through the offseason, you
finally get to see if all of the
work put in will pay off.
It's also the only time of the
year when every team can say
that theyare undefeated, where
they can all claim that they
have a chance at a conference
or national title. It's also one
of the few times I'll actually be
able to watch my beloved Notre
Dame play this year, a huge day
in my books.
While their seasons start
a bit later than football does,
fall also brings us the start
of hockey and basketball.
There may or may not be NBA
games played once the season is scheduled to begin in
November, but there will be
college basketball, at least.
The men's and women's
TYLEBSUBIIE
THiBGNfW
basketball teams, who each

Falcons seek improvements to
defense in Clawson s third season
By Ryan Satkowiak
Sports Editor

Picked to finish fifth in the
Mid-American Conference
East Division, expectations
for the BG football team
aren't exactly high this year,
but don't tell the team that.
Despite finishing 2-10
last season and allowing a
MAC-worst 432 yards per
game, the team is hoping
to return to the success it
had in Dave Clawson's first
year at the helm when it finished 7-6 and went to the
Humanitarian Bowl.
Particularly motivated
to improve is the defense,

which finished 100th in the
nation in with 33.6 points per
game allowed, and 103rd in
total defense.
"Expect nasty [this year],
just 11 nasty, crazed guys
flying around and making
plays," said junior linebacker
Dwayne Woods, a secondteam All-MAC selection last
year. "We're going to change
how people view BG defense;
we have a chip on our shoulder about all the rush yards
we gave up (last year]."
Clawson, Woods and
defensive tackle Chris Jones
gathered, along with players
and coaches from the other
12 MAC schools, at Ford
^^

Field in Detroit last week as
part of the conference's preseason media day.
There, players talked about
their offseason preparations
and how they have used last
season's struggles as motivation for this year.
"Every team coming into a
season, you don't look to be
Fifth in the division, you look
to be first," Jones said. "For
me, I say I worked on st rengt h
and speed, just stuff that you
consistently work on."
Due to scholarship reductions because of poor team
academic performance, the
Falcons had not been at the
full allotment of 85 scholar■■;

ships. However, that will not
be the case this year as the
Falcons finally have a full roster, Clawson said.
In addition to that,
Clawson talked about the
youth that the team has.
"We're going to have great
internal competition, and
we've been able to redshirt
almost a whole freshmen
class the last two years, so
we're young with 58 scholarship players who are freshmen or sophomores, but a lot
of those guys have an extra
year in the program because
we redshirted them.
"We're now three years into
our system so 1 think this is a
!

...
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Berti, Gerdeman begin first professional seasons
By Nick Marlow
Reporter

Jon Berti and Ross Gerdeman
have proven themselves worthy of being drafted thus far,
as Berti is hitting .331 and
Gerdeman collected his first
professional win last week.
Berti is doing many of the
things offensively he did at
BG. He is hitting for average and remains a tripleproducing machine, leading
the Vancouver Canadians—
the Toronto Blue Jays' Short
Season affiliate that competes
in the Northwest League—
with four. Berti had a career
batting average of .386 at BG
and holds the single season
and career triples records.
Gerdeman is playing for
the Diamondbacks summer Rookie League team in
Phoenix Ariz. His first win
came last week in a matchup
against the Padres. In his
third start, he threw six
innings giving up seven hits
and two runs while registering two strikeouts. He
Starting is not a role
Gerdeman is accustomed
to, as he spent nearly all
his time at BG as a reliever.
However, he said several
extended relief outings with
the Falcons have made the
transition a bit easier.
"It's been three years
since I've started a game,"
Gerdeman said. "It's a little
different than relieving, since
you're expected to go a little
longer distance. At BG 1 made
a lot of long-inning relief
appearances of five or six
innings, which I think helped
prepare me."
In 29.1 innings, Gerdeman
is 1-1 with a 3.68 ERA. He has
recorded 16 strikeouts.
Both players said professional ball is a change from
college but for different
reasons.
Gerdeman said the compe-

tition is noticeably better.
"You make a pitching mistake here they'll take you deep
and over the fence, which I
have experienced once here
already," Gerdeman said.
Berti said the pitching is
definitely good, but it is not
anything he has not seen
before. The professional
schedule, however, has been
an adjustment unique from
his college experience.
"The routine is a little different," he said. "We meet at
the field at one for a seveno'clock game, and are sometimes at the field for ten hours.
It's starting to feel like my job,
but I'm enjoying it."
The switch from aluminum
to wood bats has not been difficult for Berti
"The transition to wood
has been smooth," he said.
"Definitely a lot of work has
been put into it. I am not really
changing too much, just making a couple of adjustments."
Though Berti played
shortstop at BG, he was
drafted by the Blue Jays as a
second baseman.
The Rookie and Short
Season leagues can run
until September depending on a team's postseason success. Both leagues
are below Low A, but Short
Season is a notch above
Rookie. Players can get
bumped up from Rookie all
the way to High A during
the summer if proven elite.
Berti and Gerdeman's destinations next season are
unknown but will be determined based on their play
this summer and next spring.
Gerdeman, a 35th round
draft pick, will continue
learning as much as possible
in the meantime:
"You have to take the players' and coaches' knowledge
and wisdom and make it into
your own, and do the best you
can," he said.

ROSS GERDEMAN throws a ptich against Kent State in the team's regular season finale He picked up his first professional
win last week for the Arizona Diamondbacks Rookie League team.

See FALL | Page 10

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Great Selection of
Houses 8r Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2011-2012
• We have Efficiencies. 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
• In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.
WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

{ JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. )—
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Ch««I
Located Across From Taco Bell.
r»
* ^S On*
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
*^*I F^ceh
i
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
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www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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Verlander deserves Cy Young Award

FOOTBALL

From Page 9
this category at .87.
How about quality starts,
when a pitcher goes at least
six innings giving up three
earned runs or less, and complete games? Verlander is tied
for first with Weaver in the
AL in quality starts with 21,
and tied for first in complete
games with Sabathia at 4.
In another statistic often
overlooked, Verlander leads
the four in innings pitched
per start with an average
of 7.5. This is an important
statistic because, along with
quality starts and complete
games, it shows the Tigers do
not have to rely on their bullpen as much when Verlander
is on the mound.
In my opinion, JV also has
the nastiest "stuff". With
his 99-m.p.h. fastball and
twelve-to-six curveball, JV.
has the highest strikeouts to
innings pitched ratio among
the four with .98 strikeouts
per inning. His opponents
are hitting .186 against him.
trailing Beckett's .184.
Let us not forget about
Verlander's
no-hitter
against the Toronto Blue
Jays this past May.
While I may be looking at
the race for the AL Cy Young
through jaded-Tigers-fan
glasses, at this point I feel the
award would have to go to JV.

With two months to go,
the battle for the American
League Cy Young is looking like a four-horse race
among CC Sabathia. Josh
Beckett, Jered Weaver and
Justin Verlander.
While each are deserving
candidates to date, if given
a vote I would go with none
other than JV.
Wins and earned run average are both important statistics for pitchers. Verlander
ranks third in era behind
Beckett and Weaver with a
2.24, and second in wins trailing Sabathia by one with 15.
While Verlander's numbers in
both categories are impressive, 1 would not award him
the coveted prize based on
wins — a highly overrated
statistic to begin with considering Felix Hernandez took
the award last year with only
13—and ERA.
WHIP is a statistic with
gaining prestige — almost
important as era — as it is a
calculation of the number of
base runners a pitcher allows
per inning. Verlander leads
the majors among starters in

>\\\\\\\\\\v

From Page 9

begin their seasons in early
November with home exhibition games, bring in a new era
of BG athletics with the opening of the Stroh Center. The
building is beautiful and will
bring a unique atmosphere to
BG home games.
Starting a month earlier is the
hockey season, with the Falcons
entering year two of the Chris
Bergeron era with an exhibition
game against Ontario Institute
of Technology on Oct 2.
The defending Stanley Cup
champion Boston Bruins kick
off the NHL season against
rival Philadelphia on Oct. 6,
looking to be the first team
since Detroit in 1998 to win
back-to-back titles.
No matter what sport you
call your favorite, fall is the
best time of year for it. While
the bowl season and playoffs
for all sports are exciting, is
there anything more exhilarating than the start of the
season? Even if you like a bad
team, going into the season
you at least feel that your
team has a chance to be
good. You don't get that in
the postseason.
Plus there's always
something to watch. Just
sit back and enjoy as the
best time of the year slowly
begins to unfold.

Going On Horn!
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Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG News will not knowingly
.accept advertisements ihat discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any Individual or
group on the basis of race, sex,
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on
the basis of any other legally protected status.

Did You Know...

When an adult
Lion roars, it
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performed well and is expected to be a major contributor
there this season.
"We really had four new
starters llast season], and this
year conversely, we have four
starters back," Clawson said.
"That's a position [where]
experience and continuity is
invaluable, so we expect that
to be a very improved unit, and
as they get better, we expect
our offense to get better."
Clawson also briefly
touched on the quarterback
battle between Matt Schilz

and Trent Hurley, saying that
both will split reps with the
first team in fall camp and
that no matter who ends up
starting, he expects both of
them to be a factor on the
team this season.
"The top five teams in our
conference a year ago played
two quarterbacks... whoever
our quarterback is has to play
at a high level, but we need
two guys to be able to play at
a high level," Clawson said.
"A year ago we lost Schilz to
injury and that really hurt us.
"We have to get both of
those guys playing at a winning level, and whoever really
steps up will be the starter."

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

ACROSS
1 tt may be caged or staked
12 Lace alternative, perhaps
14 Learns cold
16 Out of the teeth ot the gale
17 Suffix with city
18 Supply next to the grill
19 First name in travel
21 Circular contents
22 Fix, as a bow
23 Exile, perhaps
25 Less inclined to ramble
26 First National Leaguer to hit 500
homers
27 Pre-makeover condition
31 Leprechaun-like
32 Epoch m which grazing mammals became widespread
33 Mg. and oz,
36 Included as a postscript
37 Humble abode
38 God often depicted with green
skin

41
43
44
47
48
49
51
52
55
56

1 Boldness
2 Pre-Columbian Mexicans
3 Co. with a '90s "Friends &
Family* program
4 Conservatory pursuits
5 "Visstd'arte* singer
6 Square dance quorum
7 Falls heavily
8 Capital on the Gulf of Guinea
9 Polymer ending
10 Book covering the
Hebrews' 40-year wil30 Animated Flanders
derness exile
33 1984 #1 country hit
11 Rainbow and Dolly
by the Judds
Varden
12 Lightly and quickly, in 34 Common voting
occasion
music
13 Muppet wearing hori- 35 "Out of Africa" star
36 Food for leafhoppers
zontal stripes
38 Passing news item?
14 Resulted from
39 Some campus return15 River of Flanders
ees
20 Game for young
40 Undisturbed
matchmakers
42
Red
wine grape
22 Is put out by
44 Calgary Olympics
24 Idle and more?
skating
silver medalist
25 :50, put another way
45 Ribbed
28 Peachy
29 Letters used in dating ^ Links bugaboo
49 Site of 1993 ArabIsrael* accords
50 Kitsch deplorer
Arlington, Va.. post
53
Org.
with a pair of
Uke many Edwardian era colgloves m its logo
lars
54
Ortiz
of "Ugly BettyScrewdriver parts, for short
Perceive
__ dixit
Exams given by committee
Was a passenger
1984 Rob Reiner rock music
satire
Federal Reserve goal
Far from settled
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Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For R*>nt

For R«nt

Campus Quarters Carryoutl
NOW delivering!!
Thur«, Frl, & Sal till 2:30*ml
419-354-BEER

Now Miring Bartenders"
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
Apply In person at:
1414 E. Woosier Si Musi be 211

1 * 2 Bedroom Apartment*
Free Heat & Walerl
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)363-7715
www varsitysquareapts. com

"11-12 houses remain, apte/etflc.
146 8. College, up to 6, AC, W/D.
315 E Merry, up to 5, free Internet
1,25,3 BR apis, house next to Un.
all next to campus, 419-353-0325
CartyRenuils.com/some tern only

Basement apt, N*ar campus,
S350/mo utilities included.
Call 419-352-5862.

Walt atari needed starling soon'
Contact Key at: 419-874-7079.
26530 Dixie Hwy, Perrysburg
Looking for rommate* to ahare
House near campus In Aug.
Call Brad at 419-308-7783.

Help Wanted
Bartending, up to $300/day
No exp. needed, training couraes
avail, call 800-965-6520 X174.
FUM Child Learning Center is
looking lor experienced staff to
work morninga (8:00-9:30) and
afternoons (3:30-5:30) with
toddler and school age children.
Please e-mail resumes and class
schedules to 1umclc@tumcbg.org.

For Sale

Maytag washer and gas dryer,
both In good working order,
$150 lor pair.
Kenmore refrigerator w/ freezer,
also in good working order, $50.
Contact: sjsmet20bgsu.edu
Why rent? Own and pay less per
monthl For Sale: Immaculate 3BR
house, 811 2nd St, near campus.
newer W/D & appl. $84,900.
3BR house, 457 S. Church, In
quiet neighborhood, basement,
garage, move-In ready. $124,500
419-308-2339 -Danbury Realtors

1 & 2 BR apti, close to campui,
ideal lot grad students, avail, now
& Aug! call Gary at 419-352-5414.
i BR apt. no pets, lease, 1 adult,
$465/mo Incl. most utlls.
Call 419-353-6545,10am-8pm.

Avail Aug 2011, close to campus,
3BR house, $6757mo + utlls,
3BR apt, $550/mo + utlls,
2BR apt, $325/mo * uWa.
Call 419-308-2456 for more kilo.
BQ Apis.-818/822 2nd St.
2BR apts available August,
S490-$500/mo +utlls, 12 mo lease
www.BaApertmente.com
Smith Apt Rental* 419-352-8917

2-3 BR, 1/12 bain all appl Incl.
W/D, new decor, basement,
pets poss. Call 419-353-7374.
3BR, 1.5 bathe, C/A, basement,
2 car garage, 447 S. Propest St.
$825/mo + ulils. 419-352-8917.
3BR's in Victorian house,
partially fum. DArV, washer, bey
windows, porches, hard wood
floors, off st parking, near BGSU
and town, 427 N. Main St.
9-12 mo lease, $795/mo + utlls.
Call 386-405-3318.

Medium sized 3BR house
Third St, do** to BGSU
Call 419-601-3226 for more Into.
Newer, cozy, 1 BR duplex w/
deck, dot* 1o campus, yr lease.
$450/mc-fUtlls, call 419-664-6716.
Apartmerrlsl, Houses! Condos!
Pet Friendly
Qreat Location* all over town!
332 8. Main Si. B0.

419-352-5620

CecoflLBaech Towntiomoi
1 roommate for 3BR townhome,
furnished, zero down signing!
Call 419-353-3300.
hgreenoi9cbeech.com

Newly remodeled basement apt
w/ private access & bathroom.
Avail. August, family atmosphere.
block* frm campus & dwntwn BQ.
$225/mo includes utii. laundry &
kitchen access 419-306-5423.

Highland Management
1&2 BR apts avail. $365-600/mo.
Call 419-354-6036 for more Wol
bghlghlandmgmt.com

Very nice 4BR 2 1/2 bath, garage,
all appl incl W/D, near campus,
pets posa, Call 419-353-7374.
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COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS

ASK ABOUT OUR
3 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
UIEDROOMAMRTMEITS
GRADSATE EFFICIENCY 1BEDR04
GREENBRIAR, INC. (41t)2
^■■gSTCD ■ BOWLING GREfH • OHIO ■ «3«»)

www.qreenbriarrentals.com

■SSS
WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> Free DVD Library

& SUMMIT TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd ■ 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11 am-3pm

